
SWGC GENERAL MEETING MINUTES 

APRIL 7, 2022 

1:20 pm 

 

 

Board Present:  Erni Torres, Terry Moher, Sheila Kelly, Michele Torrey, Suzie Lundin, Carol Vander-

Haeghen.  Patrice King, Terry Bayless and Jill Cagle did not attend. 

 

President:  Patrice was absent.  Erni discussed how the games worked on game day and using the three 

cards to take score for ringer, handicap and games.  It appeared to be somewhat confusing as the game 

card does not match up to the handicap card because of the way the course is at the time.  Discussed 

easier ways to do the games.  Decided to do away with ringer for the moment and have two cards for 

each cart.  Handicap and the game even though scores will be different between them as 1a and 1b 

have to be counted in the games.  8 will not be on the card.  However, on the handicap card, it will be 

like before with par plus pops on 1a and 1b and 8.    It will be tried for at least a month.  

 

Vice President:   See above 

 

Treasurer:  Terry Moher said there $2000 excess in the budget 

 

Handicap:   Sheila thanked everyone for posting on time the last week 

 

Membership:  Terry Bayless was absent.  But Rita McPhail is a new member.  We now have 47 

members. 

 

Tournament:  Michele and Cheryl discussed ideas how to streamline the process for the games and if 

we should have them at all.  It was voted not to  have Club Championship in May. 

 

Committees: 

 

WPLGA: Carolyn Sherman absent 

RULES:  Cindy will study the rules again and perhaps each general meeting, we can talk about a certain 

hole and the rules for that hole 

EMAIL: Nothing to report 

SUNSHINE:  Nothing to report 

RINGER:  No ringer for now 

SPECIAL TOURNAMENTS:  nothing to report 

WEBSITE:  nothing to report 

50/50:  Joanne did the 50/50 and $55 was collected.  $27.50 to club and $27.50 to the winner Terry 

Moher 

 

JIM VAUGHN: 

 

-Staff changes.  New marshall/starter 

-Customer Service is a priority 

-New irrigation throughout course 

-Dirt brought in to make larger and flatter tee boxes 

-Hole 7 will have waterfall feature and new cart path for the blues/whites 
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-Aeration starting 4/18 and 4/19 

-Hole 5 will be a par 4 as there is a natural habitat at the rear 

-Holes 10 and 11 will eventually go back to one par 5 

- 1a will be a par 4 (this is hole 10 when complete as the back nine and front nine will be switching. 

-total par for the course will be 72 

-Wood structures you are seeing is the start of the senior housing 

-Metal structure is the clubhouse 

-Clubhouse must be completed by Dec 1 or a daily penalty 

-Hole 7 will have a lake behind the green.  This will be hole 18 eventually 

-All water at the course is natural water 

-Parking lot will be larger 

-Brand new carts in December with GPS and GEO fenced.  This means cart will not run if you are in an 

area you are not supposed to be in. 

 

 

Meeting adjourned 2:05pm 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Carol Vander-Haeghen, Secretary 

 

 

 


